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Fullsnack Designer
Gotong royong is collaboative work in Indonesian 
culture. We believe can do everything with gotong 
royong, including create this awesome template. 

For best result, please make sure Poppins font 
already installed.

@raniaamina_id @raniaamina.id

https://raniaamina.id



SAMPLE
OF 

DESCRIPTION
PAGE

A design community focused on free / open source 
software. Gimpscape is not only a place to learn 
about design, 
but also a space for those who want to contribute to 
open source projects both locally and 
internationally. 

Learn, Share, and Inspire

https://gimpscape.org   //   https://t.me/gimpscape.org   //  @gimpscape_id



Why you should use 
Gotong Royong Template
For Your Presentation?

This is the first reason why you 
should use this template

This is the second reason why you 
should use this template

This is the third reason why you 
should use this template



Yes, sometimes we need free space to breath,
that’s the reason why this page exist.



SAMPLE OF LIST 
EXPLANATION

PAGE

This is the first list that explain something to 
your audiences

This is the second list that explain something 
to your audiences

This is the third list that explain something to 
your audiences



Work by: @ozantliuky

This is break 
section, let’s enjoy 
the beautiful scene 
beside this text!



Don’t Bore Your Audiences!

This first trick may work for you, but we can’t promise it will work in all conditions, 
so please be convident with your slides

This second trick may work for you, but we can’t promise it will work in all conditions, 
so please be convident with your slides

This last trick may work for you, but we can’t promise it will work in all conditions, 
so please be convident with your slides



FIGHT YOUR CHALLENGES, DON’T RUN AWAY!

This is the first reason why you 
should fight your challenges

This is the second reason why you 
should fight your challenges

This is the third reason why you 
should fight your challenges

work by: Teguh Pribawa



work by: Ahfie Rofi

How if i have no 
quote to put in this 
page? Hmm, sad :(



work by: Rizki Daneswara 

Sharing & collaborating
are the spirit of open source. 
Without these, open source
is just nonsense. 

Yes, finally i have!



work by: Bahtiar Adhitya Putra

Let's Inspire Each Other!
Thank You! 
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